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iRtphrey JotttlTap 
In a startlingly frank inter-
view, the Prime Minister, Mr 
Phraser admitted this week that 
he had "lusted" after sheep. "I 
have committed adultery with 
many sheep in my heart," the 
Prime Minister said, "I am just 
an ordinary country person," 
he added, "and my wife under-
stands the situation and never 
complains when I come home 
late at night covered in wool." 
Mr Phraser attacked those in. 
the community who took a 
"holier than though" alritude to 
sexual morality: "Just because a 
Prime Minister is faithful to his 
wife, that doesn't make him 
better than any. other Prime 
Minister who may be shacked up 
with a sheep. Christ set impos-
sible standards and 1 constantly 
fail his tests, but I keep trying." 
This latest revelation (in the 
Sydney magazine Poraopol) 
follows an admission by the 
United States presidential candi-
date Jimmy Carter that he had 
lusted after . women and a 
similar (albeit incredible) claim 
by former Australian Prime 
Minister, Big Ears McMoan. 
WhUe the suddent rend 
towards honesty may impress 
some voters, a number of MPs 
attacked the Prime Minister's 
statement. A backbencher, who 
preferred to remain nameless, 
said "I don't care what he does 
to sheep, it's what he's doing to 
the country that worries me." 
Recently elected govemment MP 
Ima Oncer said there could be 
some electoral backlash as a 
result of the Prime Minister's 
confession: he claimed that this 
would certainly be the case in 
urgan electorates where voters 
were often unaware of the 
sexual appeal of sheep. 
"Frankly," Mr Oncer added, "I 
wish he hadn't said it." 
The most violent reaction 
came from National Country 
Party federal president Tim 
Mander (whose brother Gerry is 
the deputy leader of the Tas-
manian Country Party): "This is 
another blatant attempt by the 
Liberals to move into traditional 
Country Party areas. Sexual . 
relations with sheep have always 
been regarded as an area of 
Country Party expertise and 
now Phraser thinks he can get 
away with this, WeU, we won't 
wear it and wc intend to fight 
the issue down to the last ewe." 
Followmg the coalition prob-
lems m Queensland, this dispute 
at federal level is bad news for 
the goveming parties and a full 
scale split could well develop 
from what the Prime Minister 
possibly regarded as a harmless 
admission of weakness. 
John Herzog 
WE APOLOGISE TO OUR 
READERS... 
John Herzog prefaced his 
column for this week with an 
ultimatum that the name of his 
column and his photograph be 
changed if his contribution was. 
to be used. The Editors of 
Semper Floreat do not accept 
ultimatums. DICK'S connER 
'lUehard Spencer 
(•&//•»• 
The Union vis-a-vis The State 
Government 
Recenfly a committee of 
back-bench Government mem-
bers has b'een lookmg at the 
Union and its structure. As to 
whether they want the Union 
incorporated or spUt mto "a 
Union and SRC we don't know, 
and apparently they don't know . 
themselves. We do know that at 
one stage they were laboring 
under the misconception that 
the Union gives large sums of 
money to political parties. The 
Union's Constitution prohibits 
this. Further there was rumor 
that the Union syphons its funds 
to AUS and there was mis-
understanding as to the size of. 
the Union's overdraft, and the 
reasons for it. There has been 
communication with govem-
ment members and this inuendo 
has been exposed for what it is. 
In any case, any legishition to 
change the Union v^ould have to 
foUow the "proper channels" 
hi that it would first go to the 
Education Minister, on to 
Cabmet, then on to the joint 
parties. During this process it 
would be referred to the Uni-
versity Senate (and, hence the. 
Union) for comment. In the 
meantime the Union is re. 
cciving fuU legal opinion on its 
present unincorporated position, 
and the advantages and dis-
advantages of incorporation in 
various forms. If the State 
Govemment attempts to restrict 
student autonomy and break up 
the Union on thek terms.iVe will 
be weU prepared. 
Examinatiohs and workloads 
The jakarandahs are in blos-
som again and students are busy 
cramming their minds with 
much stuff. This semester we 
have taken action on a couple of 
cases of inordinate exam/assign-
ment requirements that would 
have given Einstein a nervous 
breakdown. If any'students feel 
the requu-ements of a particular 
subject are unreasonable they 
should contact the union. 
LETTERS 
Dear Ms's, 
Since Professor Gates has 
chosen to attack my credibility 
through your columns I assume 
that neither he nor you wUl 
object if I use the same means to 
defend myself. 
You report Professor Gates as 
claiming that my action on 
September 11 and my statement 
were "totally incorrect." The 
only action I can rccaU taking on 
that date was to meet the Staff-
ing Round Committee for the 
first time this year. I do not 
recaU making any statement that 
day, indeed at that meeting it 
was virtually impossible to do 
anythmg but answer quesrions. 
If, by my "statement" is meant 
the notice I put on my notice 
board on September 20, then I 
maintam that was an accurate 
report of the situation at that 
time. 
It was a simple notice; it was 
not expressed in sensational 
language. If it was alarming then 
it must have been because I 
indeed felt alarm at the pros-
pects for journalism studies at 
the university, and concern that 
students should be informed as 
early as possible. Nothing that 
Professor Gates has said since 
then (and here I can only 
judge from what 1 have read in 
the press) has reduced my alarm. 
Given the wUl, it would stUl be 
possible to restore the journal-
ism staffing level to three in 
1977. It would appear that a 
staff of two is considered to be 
"adequate." Four semester units 
are apparently to be offered in 
1977-one more than I would 
have been offering (had I not 
resigned) and that with no 
replacement for Mr Land and Mr 
Stokes on study leave for six 
months of the year. I for one 
found this pauperisation of 
joumaUsm studies unacceptable. 
Under the circumstances Profes-
sor Gates wiU not be surprised if 
1 disagree that any alarm that -
may have been caused was 
"unnecessary." 
. Finally, Professor Gates is 
cqnect m saying that the 
journalism staff "knew the diffi-
cuhies," but then the university 
should also have known the dif-
ficulties that would foUow any 
resignation or serious Ulnesil in 
the journalism staff, since I had 
been at some pains to point this 
out to the Staffing Round for at 
least two successive years. 
R.G. Deakin 
Senior lecturer in Journalism 
Dear Editresses, 
I have just read the article oh 
Joe Orton. 
I once read that Joe Orton 
and Kenneth HalUweU were 
homosexual lovers.;., 
Do you know if this is the 
case? If so I think you are doing 
your readers a disservice. I think 
we have a right to know about 
the perverted people who pro-
duce today's commercial drama. 
It seems to me that there is 
no way that these people can 
present a true picture of what 
our society is really like. 
Gay Watt (spinster) 
[Sorry, don't know, you 
bigotted bitch-Eds) 
Dear Semper Readers, 
I believe that K.A.K.'s letter 
entitled "Unique Funeral" de-
serves a reply, as it is uninform-
ed and inaccurate on a number 
of pomts. A small minority of 
people in Unique-particulariy 
the then, executive members, 
fought hard and long earlier this 
year over the Cement Box issue. 
A great deal of time and effort 
was put into creating publicity 
over the closure of the Cement 
Box Theatre, and info applying 
for a State Government and 
Student Union subsidy for the 
renovation of the Cement Box 
so that it would meet Fire and 
Health Department regulations. 
However as K.A.K, states, the 
amount from the State Govem-
ment was dependent on the 
subsidy Unique could get from 
the Student Union, Just as the 
end of the tunnel seemed to be 
approaching, with a promised 
subsidy from the Student Union, 
that promise was negated by a 
lack of funds-and the Cement 
Box has been UteraUy a dead 
issue ever since. Needless to say, 
those mvolved in a year's 
struggle to maintain Unique 
were disiUusioned. 
After the production of Ban-
dersnatch (which despite the 
personal Ukes or dislikes of those 
involved did bring m remarkably 
good houses), Unique was 
virtuaUy bankrupt-with no 
moneya and no theatre on 
campus. The Annual General 
Meeting was advertised-both by 
personal work-of-mouth invita-
tions, and by newsletters to aU 
members. As for the "people 
beloning to a closely knit 
cUque nominating each other 
mto executive positions," any-
one who was at the meeting 
(obviously K.A.K. wasn't) could ' 
verify' that the actual case was 
quite different. 
To begin with the resigning 
president, Selwm Relf, explained 
the depressing state of affairs, 
and called for a vote as to 
whether Unique should continue 
under the present circumstances 
or not. The vote was over-
whelmingly that Unique should 
continue. However, when it 
came to nominations for the 
new executive, enthusiasm dis-
appeared. There was an under-
standable reluctance on the part 
of all members, to take over 
positions that held little 
promise. Eventually Selwin Relf 
pointed out that unless someone 
was prepared to nominate then 
Unique would be m fact de-
funct. Those who finally nomin-
ated may be a clique, if K.A.K. 
means by "clique" that they 
were the only four people pre-
pared to stick their necks out 
and do something constructive. 
Meanwhile the majority sit 
back and criticise Unique (we 
all know the organisation is far 
from perfect) from armchair 
positions. Ves, the majority of 
those elected did have little 
previous experience-there were 
many who would have had more 
qualifications. But where were 
they? Yes. Unique is dead, and 
its demise is largely due to the 
lack of real commitment of 
many members. Personally 1 
wish you had been present at 
the meeting, and had nominated 
yourself for a position, K.A.K. 
since you show so much en-
thusiasm in your criticism. 
Lynne Griffiths, 
for Unique Theatre Company 
To the Editors, 
It is not always, easy to teU 
whether John Herzog (Right 
On) purposely distorts his facts, 
or if he simply is unwUIing to 
check them carefully. The truth 
is that the motions at QIT to 
seceed from AUS were lost 10 
votes to 6, contrary to what 
Herzog says. But that is not the 
end of Herzog's hopes to break 
QIT away from AUS, Well 
known DLP member, Geoff 
Purcel has launched a vigorous 
campaign there for the position 
of AUS Secretary on theljasis of 
the "reform"-motions that both 
Herzog at UQ and Michael 
Danby at Melbourne Uni have 
taken up. Herzog previewed 
these moves at QIT in his last 
Letters ctMitinuet) on back page 
uuomEn for ujofTiEn 
About this time last semester, ' 
the Feminist Group decided to 
write to department heads re 
sexism in courses. We sent a 
standard letter to every depart-
ment head, plus individual 
copies to lecturers about whom 
we'd had particular complaints. 
'The letter-was short and concise 
and contained several basic-
demands. Foremost among these 
were two requests: that lecturers 
make an effort'to replace their 
use of sexist language with rion-.. 
sexist terms, ahd that femiriist 
critique be accepted as a vaUd 
form of criticism hi assignments 
and essays. 
WeU, we thought these were 
fairly moderate demands; it 
seemed to us that' they must 
be. accepted by even the most 
conservative elements in our 
university departments. "Intro-
duce the unenUghtened to 
.feminist notions with something 
pretty.. simple, straightforward 
and acceptable," was the way we 
reasoned,. 
' All of us bad experienced . 
extreme alienation - becauM of 
the cbnthiued use of male-only 
terms-eg, "Chairman" instead: 
of "chairpeison," '^workman" 
histead of "vroricer,""mankind": . 
histead of "pec^le," etc, etc. l . 
etc. We flgured that mostlecttirers^^ 
lecturers would have an inteUi-
gent ^understanding of the power 
-which language has over people's 
minds. Language plays an 
important role in forming our 
images of self and others. 
. Language can .help reuiforce 
established values. U can a.lso be 
used by progressive people fa a 
deUberate attempt to chaUenge 
these values. The continued use 
of male-only terms, such'asthe ' 
ones ^bove,-reinforces • patiiar-
chal attitudes, eg-that men^tife 
the'primary, and most important 
components of; society,' that 
women are merely appendages, 
and therefore, secondary. . 
Women thus assume an invisible \ 
kiiid of status, made obvious by 
our ai^ rence In estabUsbmeiit 
language. Language can'be alter-
ed, must be altered if-'this 
invisible status Is to be rectified. 
All of us bad also eiciKrienced 
the automatic fob-offs and put-
downs which come thick end ' 
fast, at thp. mere meiitioh of 
women's oppression. HoW many ;' 
of -youXham .been i'dismissed K 
lightly, y-imiwodly^' scornfully, '-
whiJh you've brought-up the. 
issues of. sex-n^e stereotyping, 
aii_woin4n'8.. "place," hierarchy . 
based, on sex,- etc?' How.-often,,: 
.when.dohtg an esay„ have you; 
decided to. simply :not mention 
women's oppression because 
though you realise it may be 
relevant to the topic, you also 
suspect it may penaUse you? 
We'd aU experienced these 
things, and we figured we'd had 
enough.. Hence the lettera. WeU, 
sisters, when we decided that 
even conservatives must accept 
our demands, we didn't bargau\. 
for tbe..'reactionaries. And the 
reactionaries aU crept out of 
their hole^/. to put us "in our' 
place." .The. repUes we received 
were alihbst aU ferociously 
. against what we considered to be 
basic demands. The one excep-
tion to this was the reply from 
Dr LA. -.Harley, Head of the 
Department of Surveying., 
Among a.'deluge of blatant put-' 
downs of women, Dr Harley's' 
letter was, positive, sympathetic,, 
and encouraging. : 
But back to the bulk of 
repUes. To a ' penon, our de-.. 
partment heads bepn with the! 
. eager.protestation'that,"/ am an': 
* enthusiastic siipporier of '• com-, 
plete equiUty for'women In'. 
• everythfag" or'"/ (SbiUd liever 
. be acciisedof-sexlsm," or other 
: shnilar cUches; (it's very trendy 
today, foUowing: the glorious 
: IWY rip-off,- to eagerly' pro'^  
. clahn one's no/i-sexism.) Then' 
they foUowed up this vidth a 
total /rivMiwfJon of everything 
we had requested. Some of them 
must have put a good dieal of 
time and .effort into their 
attempts to denigrate' and 
. patronise us, I would suggest to 
• these learned gentlemen (how 
many women become heads of 
departments?) that the time 
.could better have been devoted 
to a serious consideration of the 
power of language to irefaforce 
. attitudes. . Some, of .' the 
i;omments ; made were quite 
ludicrous-one man' suggested 
that what fendnists reaUy wanted 
', wanted was .for men to undergo 
de:4exhig operations! -We might 
one • day have your baUs, .mate, 
•, but some of us ate heterosexual: 
'. why should weadvocate an end 
'.,'to our pleasure to'satisfy >our 
".obsession' with this' distorted 
' little.caricature of the nature of 
•; woman's Uberation?'• • 
^ • - Ok,,-that kind ^of response 
^ typifies.the general reaction our 
'demands 'promptedl So, :V^ hat 
now? Are we back to sqiiare 
'. one, sisters? Does anyone have 
: any ideas?'Suggestions? 
• • ' . .' Anna McCormack 
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The Labor Party docs not intend to push for the legalisation of 
marti'uana, its Queensland ParUamentary leader said last week. 
Mr Tom Bums, MLA, added that marijuana smokers should 
not be jaUed, and that the whole drug issue should be looked at from 
a medical viewpoint. 
Mr Bums was speaking last 
Wednesday at a news conference 
organised by the Journalism 
department. 
"Joh says that we're gomg to 
legaUse marijuana. That's never 
been our poUcy. What we've 
said is that anyone caught smok-
ing marijuana and those soft 
drugs won't go to jaU, but wiU 
be sent for treatment. That 
would be the way the Labor 
Party would handle it," he said. 
"But if you're out flogging 
drugs, then you can expect 
heavy treatment from the Labor 
Party as weU as from Joh. 
"You can expect to be fined, 
and dealt with fairly harshly." 
He said that he didn't know if 
the $100,000 fine for drug-
pushere, proposed by the State 
Government, would cause an 
increase in crimes associated 
with drags, or would reUeve the 
problem, but he said that if the 
Premier introduced it, then his 
party would not oppose it. 
Mr Bums added, that alcohol 
was another drug problem which 
needed a lot of government 
action. He said that onp third of 
the State's hospital beds \^ £re 
filled by alcohol victim's. He 
clauned that one man in Bris-
bane had 1300 .convictions of 
drunkenness. He said that alco-
hoUcs and aU drug users should 
not be jaUed, but should receive 
medical advice and assistance. 
Mr Burns also caUed on the 
Federal Govemment to close 
downt he Industries Assistance 
Commission (lAC), or at least 
revise its charter. 
He said that the Government 
had to "puU it uito Une, so that 
it no longer contmues to recom-
ment the ciosuig down of 
industry in this nation, and the 
sackuig of AustraUan workers." 
"Nowadays," he said, "it 
spends most of its time .recom-
mending-people be put out of 
work, 
"We need to have a look at 
the.lAC. If it's going to be a 
commission to assist industry, 
and that's the title it uses, then 
I thuik it's gone far away from 
its original charter, 
"It's making more recom-
mendations to close it down." 
Because of this, Mr Bums 
suggested a change fa name, to 
the Imports Assistance Commis-
sion, or the Industries AnnihUa-
tion Commission. 
He further criticised the 
Federal Government's budget 
strategies, and the unemploy-
ment level in AustraUa, predict-
ing 1977 to be a year of depres-
sion, where unemployment 
figures would be reminiscent of 
those fa the 1930s. 
On unemployment, he said; 
"You can see no consistent plan 
on the part ofthe government to 
do anything about it. 
"There is nothfag in the 
Fraser Budget that suggests we 
were going to Uft construction in 
a depressed buOdfag industry. 
"In essence, both State and 
Federal budgets were cuttmg 
back fa these areas, fa the State 
Budget, Mr Knox said. There 
are no new faitiatives -fa this,' 
"We should thfak, not talk 
but thfak.along the Unes that 
we're facfag another depression 
next year, k's no longer just 
talkmg about a recession, but 
we're going to have [unemploy-
ment! figures remfaiscent of the 
1930s, 
"Now if that's the case, then 
I believe the strategies of the 
Knox and Federal budgets are 
entirely wrong," 
He said that Australia should 
have budgeted for a controlled 
deHcit, with payroU amnesties 
for new industries," he said, 
"but it's time to do something 
about the worker." 
He described, by way of 
example, the situation at the 
Commonwealth Engmering tail-
way workshops at Salisbury. 
"They can pofat to you the 
plans of the company; that this 
workshop with 50 boilermakers 
win have one at Christmas time, 
and that this workship with 26 
sheet metal workers wiU have 
three by the New Year." 
He said that this was because 
no new contracts had been 
received, even though 500 rail-, 
way carriages were needed des-
perately fa north Queensland. 
He said that the order for the 
carriages had been scrapped by 
the Liberal Government last 
year; if the order was carried 
through, he said, the full work-
shop would be in operation for 
another two-and-a-half years 
"It's the business people 
who are tunning the campaign 
for more government spendint,' 
he said. "It's not the rotten 
Socialists, or the social workers, 
but the business people them-
selves." 
He said that were he in 
government, he would adopt a 
strongly protectionist policy, 
and not have the Gladstone 
powerhouse importing French 
transformers, whUe the General 
Electric Company in Salisbury 
was almost closing down 
through lack of business. 
David Busch 
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ABORnON-A DEMOCRATIC RIGHl 
"One in Five is Aborted" 
reported The AustraUan (Octo-
ber 12, 1976). Every now and 
then The Australian gives a 
gentle plug for the repeal of 
abortion laws, pointfag out that 
despite the 50,000 abortions a 
year in Australia and the fact 
that doctors refer women to the 
legal clinics such as Preterm in 
Sydney, abortion is still on the 
statute books under the Crimes 
Act in most States and police 
still occasionaUy swoop on 
abortion clinics. 
So it is not reaUy true to 
state, as The Australian did, 
that "it is safe to say that 
'abortion on request* is a fact of 
life," True-women can obtafa 
abortions if they know where to 
go and if they can afford to get 
there. In Queensland women 
have to travel to Sydney, Earlier 
this year a doctor and a nurse 
from the Liverpool Women's 
Health Centre were arrested for 
performing an abortion, "Abor-
rion on request" will not be a 
"fact of life" untU abortion is 
removed from the statute books 
and women can go to a hospital 
fa .^ heu- own town to have this 
simple operation. 
It is to this end that the 
Women's Abortion Action Cam-
paign (WAAC) meets every week 
(Monday 5.30, AUS office. 
Union Buildfag). At the moment 
WAAC is organisfag a national 
conference-/4Aorrion-i4 Demo-
cratic Right-to be held at 
Queensland University, Novem-
ber 26-28. A spokesperson said, 
"WAAC has been fairly quiet 
this year. We hope the confer-
ence will enthuse more women 
to join fa the movement to fight 
for the repeal of abortion laws. 
We see abortion as a funda-
mental democratic right-the 
Wm PIZZA 
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right of a woman to control her 
fertility. To say that women 
must bring their pregnancies to 
full term every time a contra-
ceptive fails is barbaric." 
WAAC ffads that the most 
annoying thmg about the abor-
tion situation is the reticence of 
professionals (such as doctors 
and lawyers) and poUticians, to 
speak out about the issue. "We 
know that many women are 
referred to Children by Choice 
for abortions in Sydney by 
doctors fa Brisbane and in 
country towns, but they refuse 
to acknowledge that there isa 
"problem in the restrictive 
abortion laws. Because of the 
rhetoric of the Right to Life and 
the Catholic church there is a lot 
of guilt and confusion on the 
part of people, includmg 
doctors, who come fa contact 
with women who need abor-
»tions. And of course women 
who seek abortions are plagued 
by the fear that they might be 
'kilUng' their foetus, when in 
fact if the abortion is performed 
af two or three months preg-
nancy there is nothfag ^o kill-
the foetus is potential Ufe." 
WAAC hopes to clear up 
some of these misconceptions 
(no pun intended) durfag the 
conference. 
The foUowfag is the program 
as arranged to date: 
, Friday night session is called 
Abortion in perspective. There 
wiU be a panel of speakers of 
representatives from poUtics, the 
law, the church, the medical 
profession, Geheral discussion 
and questions. 
Saturday mornfag Sex Educa-
tion. Speakers include Elafae 
Dignan (psychologist) and Beryl 
Holmes (from ChUdren by 
Choice). 
Saturday afternoon Aboriion 
and the Law. Speakers include a 
practicing soUcitor and Domfai-
ca Whclan (lawyer and WAAC 
member), 
Sunday moming The Politics 
of Abortion. Speakers include 
Dr Paul Wilson (sociologist. Civil 
Liberties) and Daran Ward 
(WAAC member). 
On Sunday afternoon there 
wUl be a meeting for WAAC 
activists and anyone interested 
in joining WAAC. The spokes-
person said "This is an impor-
tant occasion for women from 
all over Australia who are fa-
terested fa co-ordfaating-efforts 
to fight for the repeal of abor-
tion laws in every State. Now is 
the time to act, especiaUy in' 
view of the recent show of force 
of the Festival of Light durfag 
the visit of that wowser and 
misogynist Mr Malcolnlf 
Muggeridge. Many of his sup-
porters may have good inten-
tions but their anti-homosexual 
and apti-abortion stance is based 
on ignorance-and if it is not 
based on ignorance then it is 
profoundly inhumane." 
The conference is open to 
both men and women. Registrar 
tion is $5, J2.S0 for students. If 
you would Ukc more informa-
tion now, facludfag registration 
forms, write to WAAC, c/- Uni-
versity of Queensland Union, 
St Lucia 4067, Phone 
371 1611. 
Radha Rouse 
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REPORT RESmS IMMNTNT 
Fraser Island: the results? 
HARD HIT BY 
DEFAMATDN 
LAWS 
"There wouldn't be a report-
er fa this office, including my-
self, who would know what a 
court would regard as being 
defamatory," said Mr Max 
Jessop, editor of the Australian, 
The defamation laws fa 
Queensland aUow for wide inter-
pretation. It aUows for the 
stifiing of many stories. The 
casual acceptance of the defa-
mation laws and its off-«ider the 
"stopper writ" (somethmg that 
is unique to Australia) indicates 
that journaUsts and publishers 
are not willing to push for 
change. Since January 1972, 
there have been 248 defamation 
writs issued, and of these only 
one has been tried in court. The 
only time a writ has been 
neglected is when the publish-
ers can benefit from "a big 
slory"-like Cedar Bay. 
Mr Jessop said that the 
defamation lavra are "widely 
abused by organisations, fadi-
viduals, and sections of the 
law. There are some solicitors 
in this town who comb thenewsp 
who might have been defamed 
and advise them to issue a writ," 
Mr Jessop said that the press 
is consistently hammering for a 
change, "But, despite opfaions 
to the contrary, the press does 
not have the power that is often 
attributed to it. it doesn't go 
very far when it comes to tak-
ing on a government-particular-
ly a government like we have fa 
(Queensland." 
Mr Damian Sweeny, Secret-
ary of the Australian Journalists 
Association in Queensland, said 
"Most writs issued don't intend 
to sue for defamation at all. The 
intent is just to stop publication. 
Our view is that modification is 
needed; If a person feels he is 
being openly defamed, let him 
take out a writ, but within a 
matter of lime (say a few days 
or a week) show that he intends 
to go ahead with the action, A 
story that is delayed more than a 
few weeks is usually dead," 
But the AJA has not ap-
proached the government on the 
subject of defamation or stop 
writs fdr the last 20 years. 
"Weke just looking at the 
issue very broadly" said Mr 
Sjveeny, "But as a matter of 
fact, someone on our Journalism 
Reform Committee said just the 
other day that something should 
be done. But, you know, 
Christmas is coming on soon, so 
nothing wUl be done for at least 
the next five or six months." 
Mr Sweeny said that the AJA 
has a solicitor looking fato the 
defamation laws and into wheth-
er tnere should be uniform 
defamation laws for the whole 
of Australia, Queensland is 
unique (as Semper has dis-
covered). The law protects not 
only individuals but also com-
panies ang groups. It is the only 
State fa which a company can 
sue, in its own-right. In Victoria 
and South AustraUa the. law, in 
theory, allows* truth as a soul 
defence, altho.ugh fa practice 
good reason nju!;t be given for 
publishing thai truth. The other 
States, to varying degree require 
truth, lack of inalice, !(nd public 
benefit/ 
Mr MacKelvie, lecturer in law 
at Queensland University, be-
Ueves that the publishers' prob-
At* last the long awaited 
final report of the Fraser Island 
Environmental Inquiry is to be 
reli^scd. Not that many people 
expect the report to resolve the 
uncertainties about the island's 
future. The great sand island 
UteraUy crawls with wonders-
70 miles of ocean beach, over 40 
fresh water lakes, colored sands, 
and thousands of hectares of 
forest. Unfortunately, however, 
the island also has profitable 
deposits of rutile and zircon, and 
Ues within the boundaries of 
Queensland. 
Since it adjourned to consider 
the mass of evidence laid before 
it, attempts have been made to 
destroy the credibiUty of the 
inquiry. This is not unexpected 
after "DM Minerals" virtual 
boycott of the inquiry, or the 
hostUity of the business-poUtical 
notables of Maryborough to the 
deUberations of a bunch of 
"Southern academic ratbags," 
and now the island has been 
divided fato two halves to be 
administered by two local 
govemment authorities, Harvey 
Bay in the north and Mary-
borough City in the south. 
This was an incredibly bad 
decision, entrenching the Mary-
borough council (and thereby 
the sand mining interests) in the 
south, and increasing the muddle 
over who controls the island. 
In the meantime the pros-
pects of having any truly repre-
sentative portions of the island's 
scenic beauty placed in a nation-
al park are diminishing rapidly. 
None of the large fresh water 
lakes to the south arc afforded 
any sort of protection, apart 
from • their present faaccessibU-
ity. Lake Boemingen, the largest 
lake on the Island and the largest 
lake of a particular type in the 
world, has . a mining lease 
running along its eastern shore. 
Lake Wabby, the most frequent-
ly visited lake on the island, is 
sittmg right in the middle of a 
mining lease. The mineis are 
even thinking of mining the area 
around Indian Head, perhaps the 
tourist centre of the island. One 
company, the 100 per cent 
American owned Queensland 
Titanium Mines Pty Ltd, has, 
stated that, "In the unmined 
leases there is an estimated 
17,800 tonnes of rutUe and 
16,700 tonnes of zircon." 
This is, no doubt, the most 
ludicrous mfafag proposal since 
the plan 40 years ago to blast 
and crush the rocks of fad tan 
Head to pave the island's roads! 
As for the long-awaited plan 
of the State government to 
increase the size of the present 
National Park in the northern 
quarter of the island, there is 
every lUcelihood that this wUl be 
announced soon after the release 
of the faqu'uies' report,as a sop 
to public opfaion. Very few 
people who know the island wUI 
beUeve that. the extra area, 
without even the addition of any 
ocean beach (all taken up by 
dredging leases), wUl do justice 
to that remarkable islan'd. In 
fact, after virtuaUy spUtting the 
island in half and allowing the 
minmg, forestry, and subdivision 
to continue, it will look more 
like the State government's kiss 
of death. 
While the final report of 
inquiry is expected to come out 
in favor of a vastly superior 
national part on the island and a 
consequent phasing out of most 
sand-mining and forestry, the 
recommendations wUl lack 
political muscle. A body subject 
to the Federal Department of 
Environment can not make de-
cisions that are binding on the 
Queensland government, 
especially a body set up by 
Gough Whitlam. So it looks Uke 
you can kiss Fraser Island 
goodbye; that is unless you want 
to see it become another Bribie. 
If you do then perhaps the 
Maryborough city councU and 
the State government want to 
hear from you. 
Col Moore 
1cm is not in refation to tthat 
something is prima facie de-
famatory, but more in relation 
to what the available defences 
are," He believes that some-
. thing has tb be done about the 
stopper writ but that reform in 
any other area of defamation is 
unnecessary! 
After a writ has been issued, 
it js contempt of court if a pub-
lication goes ahead and prints 
any matter related to,the issue. 
And • a writ may not lapse for 
7 to 10 years. As numerous 
people have siad, "A Watergate-
. type expose could never happen 
here." 
"The average journalist 
doesn't have a chance of saying 
what he means as he writes with 
the stopper writ fa mind," said 
Max Jessop, "It has an adverse 
effect on the journalists who 
don't tum fa the hard hittinu. 
probing copy they should." 
So anyone expectfag a "hard-
hittfag" look at Semper's very 
own writ (and any possible 
injustices-but don't thfak we're 
fasinuating anything) are gofag 
to be sorely disappofated. LUce 
aU the other publications bother-
ed by'this'same nasty little law, 
Semper docs not wish' to be 
sued. 
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Journalism 
battles on 
The recent outcry over the 
JoumaUsm department has had 
two results. Firstly it shows that 
the university hierarchy does not 
Uke pressure, and secondly it 
shows that the pressure did have 
some effect. Although the pro-
posed remedies are only immedi-
ate and inadequate, it seems that 
if enough action is taken the 
"powers that be" wUl slowly 
turn thek heads. 
An advertisement for one 
temporary staff member was in 
last Saturday's Courier-MaU and 
wiU also appear in "The Journal-
ist." The successful appUcant 
wiU have to start his/her duties 
no later than February 17. 
Charies Stokes, lecturer in 
JoumaUsm said "This is the first 
step back towards, a stable 
JoumaUsm department, and I 
hope we can get a third member 
by the begfanfag of the second 
semester." 
It still seems a lot more has 
to be done to assure students 
that a Journalism department is 
needed and can be guaranteed a 
Ufe at this university. A staff 
meeting of the Government de-
partment has passed a resolu-
tion that the Govemment 
department "view with dismay 
the treatment and condition of 
the sub-department of Journal-
ism and urges immediate replace-
ments for Mr Deakfa and Mr 
Land. We also urge that the 
University Plannfag Committee 
make definite poUcy 
recommendations as soon as pos-
sible." in other words what the 
heU are they trying/going to do. 
The response of the staff meet-
mg wUi be communicated by 
letter to' the Vice ChanceUor. 
The Government department 
is not the only one concemed 
about JournaUsm. Ms V. KeUy 
has compUed a notice of motion 
for the English department Con-
sulatative Committee meetmg, 
which reads 'That the EngUsh 
department strongly supports 
the demands of the department 
of Journalism that at least two 
new lectureis be appofated im-
mediately. The existfag proposal 
of replacfag two tenured lecture-
ships by one temporary lecture-
ship must mean that the staff 
next year wiU be overburdened, 
and that a.decUnefa teachmg 
standaids must necessarily^ 
ensue. The English department 
cannot approve of the Adminis-
tration's present position, by 
which they appear to honor 
theu- obUgations;to JournaUsm 
students whUe fa fact these 
students are: being offered an 
impoverished program.*' 
There i; an essential need for 
a JoumaUsm department at'this 
university and the attitude 
shown by the hierarchy can only 
fadicate that they are kUUngthe 
"prospect/potential for having a 
reputable school of joumaUsm in 
AustraUa." ' 
Greg Abbott 
Poge4 
This edition of Semper features the work and problems of the Queensland National 
Trust, since this week there may be another example of the insensirivity of the Queens-
land Government towards the preservation of the State's heritage. 
Mr Hinze is expected to present legislation concerning the Trust's acquisition of the 
Currumbin Bird Sanctuary and at the same time drasticaUy change the structure of the 
Trust, giving a government appointee the right of veto on any committee of the-Trust. 
The Trust director, Mr Peter Fon-est, has described this proposed legislation as 
"pofatless,andahfadrance," " 
There has been no motive presented for the BiU, so this week perhaps Mr Hinze wUl 
clearly state his reasons, and (he lUcely effects of the Bill. 
All Queensianders should be concemed by these unexplained government moves to 
stop Mr Alex Griffith givmg perpetual rights for the sanctury to the Trust. ' 
THE ANGENT LAWS OF QUENSLAND 
Queensland is now virtuaUy the only part of the English speaking worid which lacks 
a comprehensive legal system for the protection of the National Heritage, according to 
the Queensland National Trust, 
Mr Stanley Hancock, president of the 
Trust, criticised the lack of legal safe-
guards for historic buUdfags and areas 
at the annual general meeting. 
"The Trust proposes that a major 
initiative for 1976/77 wUl be to hold 
discussions with Govemment to over-
come this urgent problem," he said. 
Mr Hancock said he hoped that the 
hold fag of such disucssions wUl bridge 
the apparent gap between "Govern-
ment" and "Conservationist knockers," 
and the Trust, and vrill enable the many 
positive suggestions which the Trust has 
to make, to be considered in the right 
quarters. 
At this meetfag Mr Hancock praised 
the decision of the National Bank Direct-
ors to retafa theu' head office premises. 
This buUdfag is on the comer of Queen 
and Creek streets, 
"This decision cost the bank many 
miUions of doUars fa hard commercial 
terms, and that the decision was taken is 
hopeful evidence of the fact that fa Aus-
traUa we are perhaps at last enterfag an 
age when the value of historic buUdfags 
is judged fa other than purely economic 
terms." 
He concluded his speech by caUfag for 
the responsibUity for the National Trust 
to be placed with a minister other than 
Mr Hfaze, who has opposed the Trust's 
acquisiHon of the Currumbfa bird sanctu-
ary. 
"On occasions when we have met with 
the minister in his office the discussions 
have been cordial but pofatless because 
the nifaister has refused to disclose the 
basis of the legal opfaions upon .which he 
claims to rely, and because the Minister 
has decUned to explafa why he con-
sideres as a matter of prfaciple that the 
Trust should not be permitted to hold 
and operate the sanctuary," he said, 
fa an urgent circular to Trust mem-
bers, Mr Hancock said the proposed 
legislation would enable the Mfaister to 
arbitrarily change the Trust's classtfica-
tion of any bufldfag. He gave the example 
of the BeUevue Hotel, 
He said the Trust had always regarded 
itseU as an fadependent, voluntary, 
charitable organisation, and that the pro-
posed changes struck at the root of of 
that concept. 
But fa tl»« **<* weeks sface that 
criticism, no further mention of this 
overaU control has been made by Mr 
Hfaie. , .^ 
Peter Forrest, executive director of the 
Trust, now beUeves the legislation wUl 
only be a day-to-day hfadrance. 
"If fa future our overdraft goes over 
the proposed Umit of $20,000, we may 
have to ring the mfaister to have every 
cheque cleared," he said. 
"1 thfak the Governments concem 
with the bird sanctuary is the possibUity 
of a private organisatfan havfag the 
opportunity to put its vievra to 750,000 
people who visit the sanctuary every 
year," 
Mr Forrest said the bUl should go be-
fore the joint party meeting this Wednes-
day, 
"But this does not alter the overaU 
legal situation here. In NSW, it is pro-
posed to bring in fines of S10,000 for 
destruction of buUdfags or areas classi-
fied as part of the national heritage. 
"South Australia and Tasmania have 
broad legislation for environmental pro-
tection. Here it is based on ad hoc minist-
erial discretion." 
The Queensland National Trust uses a 
system of Classified and Recorded 
buUdings and areas. 
"The Trust believes it is essential to 
preserve Classified thfags, whUe the 
preservation of Recorded areas should be 
encouraged." 
The Trust's classifications carry no 
legal weight, and surprisingly, Mr Forrest 
does not want them to. 
"We do not take into account all the 
factors, such as the economic feasibility 
of preserving a buUding, especially by a 
. private owner. We would like to see an 
independent tribunal set up to adjudicate 
where there is a conflict of interests. 
Then we could present out views, and 
hope for a rational decision." 
"At the moment wc are just one voice 
bleating in isolation." 
Mr Forrest said the Government 
should create inducements to make it 
possible and desirable for private owners 
to preserve buUdings. 
"Where an old house was to be demol-
ished for flats, we would like to see a 
change in the zoning laws. There should 
also be tax deductions for preserving 
Classified buUdings." 
About half of the Queensland National 
Trust's funding comes from donations 
and subscriptions, with the rest being 
both State and Federal Government 
grants for capital and running costs. 
The 15 full-time staff are now employ-
ed in Old Government House, in the 
grounds of the Queensland Institute of 
Technology. 
Mr Forrest said that although the 
space was inadequate, the position of the 
office was excellent. 
"Wc have about a dozen students 
dropping fa each day, for faformation or 
just for a talk. And we are in close con-
tact with the QIT Schools of Architec-
ture and BuUt Environment." 
The National Trust is makfag sub-
missions to the Moreton Bay mquiry. Mr 
Forrest said the extremely nanow terms 
of reference for the mquiry could be 
disastrous for Brisbane. 
The committee of mquiry can only 
make recommendations on the report by 
environmental consultants, A.A. Heath & 
Partners. This report proposes either no 
sand mfaing, or a limited amount in areas 
already degraded or fa areas of low ecolo-
gical value. 
"We believe that the World War II 
relics should be preserved, and that 
Moreton island must not be destroyed. 
The island is unique, it helps form 
Moreton Bay, and it is of enormous 
recreational and aesthetic value to Bris-
bane," Mr Forrest said. 
The committee's chaUperson is Mr 
N.J. Cook, the Queensland Valuer-
General. He has said that the inquiry 
would not depart from the strate^es 
proposed fa the Heath report. 
Mr Cook is assisted by Su- David Muir, 
the Industrial Development Director, and 
the deputy Co-ordmator General, Mr S. 
Schubert. 
Queen's Counsels have been retafaed 
by the committee and by DUlfagham 
Minfag Company, RutUe and Zircon 
Development Association, and Associ-
ated Mfaerals ConsoUdated Ltd and 
Tangalooma Mfaerals, to represent their 
faterests. 
Before his appofatment as full-tfaie 
du-ector, Mr Forrest had been the honor-
ary seaetary for five years. Durfag that 
time he has seen enormous change in the 
general public's attitude toward the 
preservation of historic buUdings. 
"Now I can't keep up with the 
requests from groups wantfag me to 
speak about the work of the Trust fa 
theu- area," he said. 
"There has beijn a tremendous re-
sponse to our 'WaUc around Brisbane.' We 
recently had the third pubUcity drive fa 
three years, and the Mayor, Alderman 
Sleeman, was very keen to jofa in the 
campaign. 
"But the mam problem is with ParUa-
mentarians and bureaucrats-thclr atti-
tudes have not changed fa line with the 
general feeUng fa the community." 
So whUe the rest of AustraUa has a 
progressive attitude towards preserving 
the national heritage, our coalition 
government has Us usual case of jet-lag. 
Ross Peake 
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Well folks, here begfas another chapter 
fa the what seems endless saga of homo-
sexual oppression. It aU started weeks 
ago when the Expo Uni edition of 
Semper had not only the usual article 
about Campus Camp, but also a mention 
of the recently estabUshed Kelvfa Grove 
CAE Homosexual and Lesbian Group. 
Faster than speedfag bullets, the Paients 
Of Tertiary Students group (yes, it really 
does exist; the secretary has the appro-
priate name of Mrs Greathead. . ,) and 
other obsessive homophobic fanatics lUce 
"Society to Outlaw Pornography" and 
"Campaign Agafast Regresshre Educa-
tion" began spittfag fire and askfag for 
government inquiries fato education to 
favcstigate homosexuality among 
teachers. "It's disgustfag that these sorts 
of people should be aUowed to teach 
. our chUdren" the sweet lady commented 
in a newspaper article. 
Then came a headlfae article fa a 
suburban newspaper featuring simUarly 
faane statements from a certafa George 
Cook of a certafa group caUed "Com-
munity Standards Organisation." He 
argued the bannfag of the Kelvin Grove 
group. This article later achieved notori-
ety by being read by David Crook on his 
TV show "A Crook Affair." The 
gentleman added his own insulting opi-
nion to the article. 
At fu-st the Kelvin Grove Administra-. 
tion came down on the group lUce the 
proverbial ton of bricks, but it stood its 
ground under the solid leadership of 
Greg Weir, A meeting of the College 
CouncU was held on Wednesday Sep-
tember 22 to determine the future of 
the group. The CouncU rejected moves 
by the CSO to have the group dis-
banded. Three cheers for Director Mr 
Botsman who fa an official statement 
said, "the CouncU does not accept that it 
should become a Censor . . . . We do not 
presume to use the authority we possess 
to prohibit what is not prohibited by 
law," It almost restores one's faith in 
humanity. 
However, homosexuals everywhere 
had hardly any time to celebrate this 
hard-earned victory before the boom of 
hostUe guns were apfa heard, this time 
from that great bastion of Law and Order 
and the Joh way of life-Pariiament 
House. 
In the Courier-MaU on September 30 
the Education Mfaister, Val Bird said 
"Student Teachers who participated fa 
fa homosexual or lesbian groups should 
not assume that they would be employed 
by the Education Department on gradua-
tion." He was replyfag to a certafa Mr 
Lindsay (Lib Everton) who asked for an 
assurance that no members of the homo-
sexual and lesbian groups at Kelvfa Grove 
CAE would be posted to schools fa his 
electorate, A case of one step forward 
and three backw^ds. 
"Ivory Towerland" (University) then 
decided to hop onto the bandwagon as 
well with the charmfag Dr Goodman of 
External Studies parrotfag off statements 
like "deviant social types of people were 
Ukely tb fafiuence chUdren towards 
deviant social behavior." This was fa 
reference to homosexual teachers again. 
Two weeks ago therefore it was 
decided at a meetfag of all concerned . 
homosexuahi to hold a raUy fa. King 
George Square as part of our answer to 
the confusion, half-truths and -blatant 
Ues propagated by these various "pooftcr-
bashfag" groups fa our community. We 
started assemblfag at 10 am last Saturday 
momfag (October 16) to show the Bris-
bane pubUc that homosexuals-and 
particulariy homosexual student teachers 
-are not "dewants," "abnormal," 
"perverts" and aU the rest of those 
hysterical, meaningless terms. Some of us 
handed out pamphlets outifaing the 
problems faced by homosexuals fa the 
community and defendfag our right to 
teach and live a normal life. Other Gays 
displayed placards with comments like 
"Better Blatent than Latent," "poofy-
cats do not Uke Val Bud," and others. 
In all, about 40 gay women and men 
turned up. Quite a lo t of people. All the 
TV press save the ABC covered the raUy 
and towards the end the spokesperson 
for the Kelvin Grove CAE Homosexual 
and Lesbian Group, Greg Weir, addressed 
the' crowd and explafaed the reasons for 
the demonstration. 
In aU the demo was quite successful. 
Very few of the Saturday momfag, 
shoppers were hostile and we managed to 
make people aware of our presence fa a 
relaxed .way. 
Our primary reason for demonstratfag 
was to protest about the statements by 
Education Mfaister, Val Bird, concernfag 
job opportunities for gay teachers. We 
can only hope the divine Mr B was 
watching his color teUy on Saturday night 
or that the sweet boys fa blue who were 
watching us with such faterest informed 
him of our action, 
• It is also to be hoped that the gueens-
land Teachers Union vriU now fmd it 
necessary to issue a deffaite policy state-
ment on homosexual teachen. 
It must finally be understood by all 
people fa the community that homo-
sexuals are no longer going to tolerate 
both the obvious and not so obvious 
"poofter-bashfag" attitude which is so 
entrenched fa our culture. 
Gays are becoming proudl 
CaihpusCamp 
The prospects of Fretilin forces fa East 
Timor look bleak fa the short terra. 
Defence department sources claim Indo-
nesia now has 40,000 regular troops on 
the small, largely desolate, island north of 
Darwfa, FretUfa forces number around 
400 dedicated fighters. Radio messages 
befag relayed to Darwfa are of question-
able accuracy. WhUe it probably is true 
that Jakarta is usfag bombers outfitted 
with napalm, and that FretUfa is gaining 
a lot of its arms and ammunition from 
money-hungry Indonesian soldien (most 
of whom are Javanese and have, no fa-
terest fa Uvfag with the ethnicaUy/ 
culturaUy different Timorese people), 
the stories of large scale FretUfa mUitary 
successes have probably more to do with 
morale boostfag and embarrassfag the 
Fraser Govemment than they.do wiUi 
accuracy. • . 
It's difficult not to be cynical about 
both Whitlam' and Fraser. fa fact, as 
obnoxious as it may seem, the only . 
groups mafatafafag a semblance of 
honesty among the parUamentary poUti-
cal opportunists is Joh BJeUce Petersen 
east timor 
Labor Senator George Georges speaking 
agamst the government's East Timor 
policy at King George Square at last-
Saturday's demonstration supporting 
Rob Cameron 
and National Party State pretident Bob 
Sparkes. At least they're honest fa their 
support for Suharto's aggression. And no 
doubt expressfag the unofficial policy of 
Malcolm Fraser, even if he's too scared to 
pubUcly expre^ U. Which says quite a 
lot about Fraser's paranoia when it comes 
to pubUc opinion, Although ya Thnorese 
are sort^of Uke sUt eyes (Portuguese 
heritage notwithstandiiig) m AusdraUa's 
eyes, so are the Indonesians. Plus the 
fact that many Aussie diggers fought with 
the Timorese fa World War II agafast the 
Japanese and feel protectionist towards 
them, plus the fact that a recent Gallup 
poU showed AustraUans feared Indonesia 
as potential favasion enemy number 3 
behfad. Chfaa and USSR, and youll 
'. be'gin to see whjr Malcolm Fraser is so 
paranoid; ^ .. • • ' . 
And maybe Suharto |snt as confident 
of hithself as he makes out. The cost of 
keeping'jsn. administration and. army In 
East Timor «jU;'bej^n to teU on an 
ecdhdmyv whl&- has a huge and -facreas-
. fag.hitenlatibhal-debt. Suharto also has 
the/.problem:•;,of protracted- gueriUa 
warfare which fa some respects would be 
easier to mafatafa in Timor than fa say, 
the logical comparison Vietnam. Durfag 
the wet season, the few exceptionaUy 
poor roads fa Timor become,ijtnpassable 
makfag heavy artUlery manoeuvres oul of 
the question. lines of communication 
there also are very underdeveloped. While 
FretUfa can contfaue to count on the 
physical/poUtical support of the mf^ jori-
ty of Timorese, outside DIU and Baiicaii 
(the only two tovms of any size, both of 
which wiU contfaue to be Indonesian 
bases), then time is on thefr side. 
FretUfa's problem fa the long term wUl 
be arms suppUes, *' -
. If you thfak gun runhfag from Darwfa 
is the answer, then-forget it .Tlw arms/ 
medical supplies s m u g ^ g charge agafast 
the foiir, currently 'on trial fa Daifwihi b 
the result of not miich more' than further-
fag poUti<al Unks between .Timor and. 
^'raMe^wMe'a ^ " g u n s on bpird the 
boat.jLbut'only.'for,self .defence. U the-
"smugglers'* ..were, caiight' at.the. other 
cndi off.Timor: the-Indoheriahswoiiddn't 
have b e e n ^ t e so hospitabfe.as Austral-
ian officials, 
' When the Darwfa court case ffaishes, 
we can expect a lot of new information 
comfag out, much of It embarrassfag to 
jthe Fraser Govemment. It's faterestfag 
.'to see that. witiUn days of the fishfag 
boat befag caught, Jakarta decided to 
Jjlose off aU the waters around the island 
of Timor and announce that they would 
shoot.down any boats caught withfa the 
vicinity and ask questions later, '_ 
• The poUtical opportunism surroimdlng' 
Timor wUl not doubt continue ^ith 
winnfag and losfag pofats. There-'s only 
one constant UkeUhood, and that's 
that the East Timorese wiUvcome off 
second best. Jakarta and Canberra are 
almost fasurmoutitable hurdles.' -
Whether Gough. Whitlam makes, any 
poUtical capUal out of Tfaior is also' 
doiibtful.-Several of his 1975 Gabfaet 
coUeagues and a. greater number of bis. 
backbenchers hate his guts. Why? When 
Gough was Prime^Minister, he did noUUng 
to stop the ilndonerfahi takeover, and 
'whether.'Suhafto promised him or not 
.that: Jakarta wouldn't use force, it's 
irrelevant •' ,1- ,: 
r».»jt,n • 
ms 
FACE TO FACE 
ingmar Bergman 
This movie is about Ufe and death, 
love and hate, passion and power, about 
an emotional quest and a spiritual trial. 
And lUce a number of recent Bergman 
films, most notably "Cries and Whispers" 
and "Scenes from a Marriage" it stars Liv 
OUmann. This is possibly UUmann's 
greatest performance, with the flicker of 
an eye her whole face changes to reveal 
the emotion trauma she is gofag through. 
This movie, lUce Scenes from a Mar-
riage deals with professionals, and stars 
the saine duo from that niovie whh 
Ullmann and Erland Josephon (Tomas) 
the physician who sees her through her 
confUct. 
Ullmann is Dr Jenny Isaksson, a Swed-
ish psychiatrist whose husband is in the 
USA for a conference. She has been 
appofated chief psychiatrist at the 
general hospital for the summer cofacid-
fag with her husband's absense. For 
companionship she ma\es fato. here 
grandparents' home. This produces a 
tremendous tension as Jenny is confront-
ed with the faevitable prospect of old age 
fa the house of her chUdhood, stUl 
furnished fa the same way. This produces 
the conflict with which she Is trafaed to 
deal-as she ffads herself facapable at 
work and striken by malignant anxiety 
aU the time. 
To portray Jenny's descent fato a 
spiritual heU Bergntan uses complicated 
'dream and fantasy sequences m which 
;Ullmaim re-enacts Jenny's chUdhood 
ixperiences and conflicts between love 
and death. In the fantasy/dreams Ull-
SEVEN BEAUTIES 
Lina Wertmuller 
Seven Beauties is a most fitting nwvei-
to screen at the end of the festival-
despite the emotional and physical 
exhaustion of watching eight complex 
movies withfa the previous three days. 
This film was able to grab my atten-
tion-after about 20 minutes (the 
recovery period I needed from Sweet 
Movie). 
The inovie is' about Pasqualfao who is 
known as Seven Beauties fa Naples, 
.because he is an "ugly bastard," has 
seven admittedly unattractive sisters and 
"does weU with the girls." The movie 
traces his desire to Uve-from the messy 
kiUfag of a character who threatened 
his honor, to a brief stay fa a mental 
asylum, to desertfag from the Italian 
.army (it's set durfag WWII), to his fa-
' temment in a POW camp (Stalag 23) 
and to his return home. 
the movie is directed by female 
lina WertmuUer and portrayal of women 
is particularly fateresting. The women fa 
the movie are "ugly," "whores," people 
to be raped and robbed by men, people 
fa power positions who blackmaU and 
betray the men. Women are seen fa theU 
most' stereotypical roles fa this movie 
, and I'm not sure whether WertmuUer 
does this.to show the position of women 
fa society and make viewers aware of 
the position and social requisite for. 
women to conform to certain standards 
;cr whether she thfaks that women 
are no more than .they are shown fa the 
movie. I would lUce to thfak that the fhst 
reason is the'rationale, because everyone 
I've spoken to reacted with disgust at 
the portrayal of . women. (Although 
there was one rape scene fa which the 
audience laughed when the woman 
started fightfag rapist Pasqualfao). 
The movie ties in aU the other fUms fa 
the: festival. There are segments from 
.Swastika and Naxi Germany and MussoU-
ni, Hitler, Mean Streets is tied in becuase 
of. the mfaimafioso characters fa both. 
Foxtrot because of the decadence fa 
both movies, there are rape scenes in 
several of the movies which relate to the 
put down of wofaen fa this fUm and the 
body in a suitcase idea is used in both 
Sweet Movie and Seven Beauties. 
Paradoxically with a movie whith 
such a heavy story Ifae, plot and charac-
ters, the audience spends most of two 
hours-laughfag. The total manipulation 
b / a dhector is obvious when you know 
you laughed at the film but can't reaUy 
remember why and Just" remember 
the emotional exhaustion when the 
screen blackens, 
mann wears a red robe and moves lUce a 
prfacess, made particulariy forceful by 
the contrast with reality in which the' 
colors are muted whites and creams. 
Once agafa Bergmann has shown 
himself to be a master of his art and to 
portray an uncanny appreciation of a 
female consciousness unexpected from a 
man. 
It was encouraging to see that the 
SchoneU was particularly fuU for this 
screenmg and as almost everyone seefag it 
wUl have recommended U to friends and 
associates, I advise you to book early to 
see this Bergman/uUmann masterpiece. 
MONSIEUR VERDOUX 
Charles Chaplin 
This Charlie Chaplfa movie with a 
chequered past of bans and complaints 
about befag "un-American" (even though 
it's based fa France) is about a blue-
beard (Chaplfa) who attempts to survive 
the depression and support his child and 
crippled wife by marryfag rich women, 
killing them and inheritfag the money. 
It's quite a long movie (two hours) 
and to be quite frank I was bored afier 
one hour-maybe the strain of seeing four 
excellent movies withfa 48 accounts for 
FIRST 
SCHONEIL 
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mat-so rather than damn what is 
obviously an txceUent movie I'U quote 
from the program: 
"Monsieur Verdoux is a derisive black 
comedy of murders suggested by the 
activities of Landrau, better known as 
"Bluebeard." Agafa, Chaplfa reminds us 
of the effects of the Depression when 
Verdoux, a bank clerk, is dismissed 
because of it. He has crippled wife and in 
order to support her he takes up the 
business of bigamously marryfag rich 
women and doing away with them. 
"Orson WeUes provided the idea for 
the film (according to Chaplfa he made 
more of the fact than was warranted), 
and from the very begfanfag there was 
trouble with the Breen Office, the mdus-
try's self<ensorship organisation. 
"At first they banned it entirely, and 
Chaplin's runnfag battle with Breen and 
the Legion of Decency, the Catholic 
Church's guardian of public moraUty, 
pofats out the utter fatuousness of such 
selfnmportant and smug organisations. 
Incidentally, it was whUe he was fa post-
pioduttion for Veidoux that ChapUn 
became subject to the scrutfay of the 
House Un-American Activities Commit-
tee, on which neophyte Congressmen 
Richard M. Nixon held an influential 
position. 
"There is an unforgettable moment fa 
Verdoux whUe the murderer is fa prison 
when ChapUn's fear for humanity fa the 
then new atomic age survaces. Says 
Verdoux: 'Wars, conflicts, "it's all busi-
ness. One murder makes a viUafa;mUUons 
a hero. Numbers sanctify.' 
"And then there's the ffaal scene 
when he's being led away to the 
guiUotine and-just for the merest instant 
- a famUiar jauntfaess creeps mto the 
walk of the elegant, fashionable, doomed 
Verdoux. The Tramp with his inherent 
optimism is irrepressible. 
"Of the film, he said, 'I believe that 
lit] is the cleverest and most brUUant 
fUm I have yet made.' And who is it to 
gafasay the creator's evaluation? 
"Sir Charles Chaplfa is today 87 years 
old and Uving out his final days in the 
seclusion of his Swiss mansion at Corsier, 
just above Vevey, overlookfag Lac 
Lemar. 
SWEET MOVIE 
Dusan Makavejev 
A crazy, bizarre, grotesque, outrag-
eous, erotic, humUiating, compelUng and 
fateresting (fa a perverted way) sort of 
movie. And if that sounds confusing it's 
simply because I'm stUl confused about 
the movie. 
The symboUsm was conastent, the 
colors vibrant, the people bizarre and the 
plot (was there.one?) convoluted. 
It had been anticipated that this movie 
would be the most outrageous of the 
festival and that it certafaly is and vrill 
continue to be if the FUm Board of 
- Review doesn't jump fa first. 
Unless you arc intrigued or waUc out 
this movie is Ukely to put you of eatfag 
for Ufe and especiaUy off sweets and 
chocolates, not to mention radical, 
therapy and communal life. In "Sweet 
Movie" producer Makavejev has structur-
ed a«coUagc, weaving diverse threads of 
plot and interspercfag documentary foot-
age with the fiction so that the division 
between real and the dramatised becomes 
deceptively thin. 
Clifford D. May of Newsweek said: 
"Crazies: in one instance, the blurrfag 
of this division may have been too 
successful for 'Sweet Movie's own good: 
the fUm's origfaal shooting script caUed 
for Carole Laure, starrfag as the aseptic 
Miss Worid, to enter a reaHife radical-
therapy commune. But Ms Laure was so 
genuinely frightened by the commune's 
'crazies' that Makavejev decided to alter 
the plot to record her actual tears and 
terror, Hopfag to calm Laure, the com-
mune then subjected her to its 'therapy,* 
an experience that traumatised her so 
severely that she ran out on the picture, 
Shootfag had to stop and Makavejev 
spent the next two months rewriting the 
script. 
"In its ffaal, revised form, 'Sweet 
Movie' foUows the exploits and exploita 
tions of both Miss Worid and Anna 
Planeta. In their episodic adventures, 
violence, eroticism, scatology, psychosis 
and politics fatermfagle and frcquentiy 
fuse. Makavejev could never accept 
'the notion that sex can be pornographic. 
That term he reserved for the likes of 
Joseph StaUn. Several of Makavejev's 
symbols arc quite deUbcrately shot over 
the head of the average viewer. For 
example, only fUm buffs wUl know that 
when the expUing sailor says, "I was 
jealous when. Vakulfachuk died," 
Makavejev is referring to the martyr fa 
Sergie Eisenstein's fUm 'Poetmkin.' And 
only those weU versed fa Worid War II 
history wUl understand that the docu-
' mcntary footage from Katyn Forest 
depicts the discovery of the bodies of 
thousands of Polish officers, secreUy 
executed by the Soviets fa preparation 
for the eventual 'liberation' of Poland. 
StiU, for aU its lapses mto obscureness 
and entropy, 'Sweet Movie' is a genuine-
ly outraged and outrageous fUm by a 
truly fanovative and anarchistic director, 
gazfag in fascfaation at the connected 
impulses of sex and rebellion. By virtue 
of those facts alone, 'Sweet Movie' con-
veys an undeniable vitality and excite-
ment." 
FOXTROT 
Arturo Ripstein 
Take Peter O'Toole, Chariotte 
Ramplfag, the aristocratic decadence of 
the late '30s, a deserted island some-
where in the Black Sea and how could 
you faU to make a great movie? Yet 
somehow Arturo Ripstcfa's combination 
in Foxtrot although obviously excellent 
ingredients doesn't click into a great 
movie. 
A Rumanian count (O'Toole) and ms 
second wife (Ramplfag) decide to "sit 
out" the war on the deserted island fa the 
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comparative comfort of the temporary 
house buUt for them on the island by 
their lackeys. A boat is *sent back to 
Europe to retrieve extra supplies and 
building materials, predictably it never 
returns. And after the short totally 
decadent time enjoyed by all during the 
visit of a yacht (symboUcally a black 
yacht) full of acquaintances of the 
aristocratic couple (including the 
presence of O'Toole's ex-wife) the life 
of the foursome on the island takes a 
turn for the worse. ("You know what 
happens when you stay on a deserted 
island for too long ") 
The movie has an excellent ending, 
repeating in context the opening shot 
with O'Toole stroking Rampling's head 
Ustening to foxtrot '30s style music. 
Ripstein has shot the movie in vivid 
colors, blue, blue sea, white and red 
clothes, ornate interiors of the island 
dwelling, creating a hot, diffuse sensual 
effect. 
MEAN STREETS 
Martin Scorsese , 
For those who like the anti-hero 
American movies which have been filling 
Australia's cinemas for the past two to 
three years. Mean Streets is for you. It 
is sort of a Taxi Driver Part I. 
Mike Harris in the Australian said: 
"Chariie (Keitel) is a minimafioso, 
connected to the Syndicate by an Old 
Worid Don, his uncle Giovani (Ccsare 
Danova), who gives him heavy advice 
about his Ufe-style-'honorable men go 
with honorable men'-and advises him lo 
drop his friendship with Johny Boy (De 
Niro), a self-doomed sociopath who fails 
to comprehend the danger in trafficking 
with loan sharks and failing to pay his 
debts. 
"Charlie gecis responsible for Johny 
Boy, his childhood friend, who is also the 
brother of the ItaUan-Anierican giri he is 
having an affair with. Teresa (Amy 
Robinson) who is"afflicted wilh epilepsy 
and is thus an additional persona non 
grata with Uncle Giovanni. 
"The film's power lies in its characters 
and what they do; but even more than 
that in how Scorsese manages to convey 
his people's essential mystery, giving us 
hints and letting us make up our own 
minds rather than explaining laborously 
what is going on. It's a textbook less in 
how to use the medium effectively and 
with graphic economy." 
It's a tight tense and human movie and 
one with an interesting philosophical 
basis and ethical division between right 
and wrong-presented sketchily by the 
characters in particular situations. There-
fore it is an intellectuaUy stiating movie, 
because to tie it altogether properly the 
viewer docs have to think. 
With such antihcro movies coming 
into vogue U is necessary to appreciate 
the subtle sense of humor and the sen-
sitivity beneath the brashness and the 
recognition behfad the sexism.' 
Julianne Schultz 
SWASTIKA 
Philippe Mora 
Having always been fascinated by the 
Hitier, Nazi Germany, GoebeUs mystery 
of the years preceding WWII and immedi-
ately subsequent to it, I approached this, 
movie with excitement. Maybe this would 
be the definitive work on the period and 
the changing of a nation and the worid's 
history, lor this movie seemed to be 
likely to prove the GoebeUs statement 
"Gentlement in a hundred, years time 
they will be showing a fine color fUm 
describing the terrible days we are now 
living through. Don'l you want to play a 
fiart in thai film? . . . Hold out now, so 
that a hundred years from now the 
audience does not hoot and whistle when 
you appear on the screen." (AprU 17, 
1945) 
This movie is a collage of a .scries of 
16mm films taken by a number of people 
between 1933 and 1945 in Germany-
including those of Eva Braun, Hitler's 
mistress. The movie in total shows Hitler 
as a "family man," a father of the masses, 
as a politician, as a propagandist extrord-
inairc, and in relation to his close col-
leagues. It shows him at his home and 
receiving the adoration of the people as 
Germany post WWl becomes a vi-dble 
nation and it shows by innuendo them 
as responsible for the total destruction of 
Germany during the war and the deaths 
of millions of people. 
The inovie comes nowhere near 
examining the total Hitler/German people 
myth, but the authenticity of the film 
although a little repetitious at times and 
definitely tacking any significant dialogue 
(I could even understand the few German 
words spoken) makes it worth seeing. 
And if authenticity isn't your scene the 
last 10 minutes or so should be seen by 
everyone as it confronts head on the 
atrocities of war and the utter futility of 
it; both with the visual and the audio-
with the amazing Noel Coward song 
Why be beastly to the Germans?" . 
Well worth seeing, but still not the. 
definitive piece on how such a phen-
omenon can arise and flourish. 
records 
T Shirt 
LOUDEN WAINWRIGHT III 
Arista Label AL 4063 
Wainwright has yet to make a totally 
pleasing album but with luck each shines 
'with two or three gems. He is now 
beyond urban folk without being com-
'. fortably settied in any one other form, 
which is a cuase for some unevenness as 
he straddles a mixed musical bag, some of 
which work while others do not, •: 
Foremost, Wafawright has a comedtc 
sense, cloaking his more serious inten-
tions with a twanging odd voice. At 
Times, he seems frivolous or dispassion-
ate but underneath glow the residues of 
one cynic's grappUng with modern 
stupidUics, This undercunent of sombre-
ness often makes for a muted Uoubled 
sort of humor. In his inimitable fashion, 
he follovw "Reciprocity," a compelling 
desperate song of a couple enslaved by 
their marriage, whh "Wine With Dinner," 
ah infectious orgy of a song about 
alcohol. 
Other good tracks are "Bicen-
tennial" and "Talking Big Apple '75" 
whUe the suspect mometns come from 
. "Summer's Almost Over" and "Hey 
Packy," which are overiy cute and 
trififag. 
'T Shirt" confirms his shift to less 
weighty material and, though not as 
caustic ' as previously, Wainwright 
StiU rustles up some fine songs. By no 
means is the album his best work, but it 
has enough merUs to keep me happy. 
MELBA 
Paul Sherman, 
University of Qld Press 
St Lucia 1976. 
Price: S4.00 cloth, S2.50 p'back. 
This book has a useful introduction by 
Alrenc Sykcs from the English Depart-
ment. She gives some of the background 
to the Mclba story as Paul Sherman 
portrays it: things like the relationship 
between Dame Nellie and Beverley 
Nichols and, more sensationaUj ,^ her 
drinking habits which were misreported 
in the Australian pressat the time. 
.Ms Sykes- tells us that Sherman has 
been a "teacher, journalist, actor, script-
writer and drama lecturer." He has 
travelled Queensland presenting drama to 
school children; published Stage by 
Stage (a volume of plays for schools); 
written script and lyrics for Captain 
Starlight and a radio series Captain 
Cook (for the 1970 Cook Centenary 
year). His latest play was adapted from 
David Martin's novel and is called The 
Hero of Two. 
There is a great profile photograph 
of Melba aged about 60 and stiU in 
magnificent shape, another of Melba with 
her singing teacher and a scene from the 
1974 Brisbane Arts Theatre production 
of Mclba which starred Joyce Rogers as 
Mclba. 
Tlic play has an overture divided into 
four sequences which provide glimpses of 
Melba's life: her married Ufe with Charles 
Armstrong, a sugar cane farmer near 
Mackay in 1883; with Madame Marchesi. 
(her Parisian singing teacher) in I887;'at 
the studio of Sara Bernhardt in Paris in 
1895 and being interviewed in a train 
by Tom Target about her romance with 
the Duke of Orleans in 1902. 
These short sequences give some 
idea of Melba's background and the type 
of person she is. They are also prepara 
tion for Melba as she has become in the 
play itself. 
It has three scenes: the fUst^  at Melba's 
home near Melbourne, shows writer 
Beverley Nichold going over old news-
paper cuttings and trying to get Melba to 
tell him about some of the more contro-
versial experiences in her Ufe, so he can 
recount them in the book he is writing 
about her. An older Tom Target arrives 
to faterview Melba aga'm-this time for 
her comments on a book by another 
singer, Clara Butt. According to Dame 
Clara, Melba advised her before an 
• Australasian tour to "Sing 'em muck. It's 
aU they understand," 
Scene two has more Melba remihis 
cences, still at her home but with the 
addition of Stella Power and her husband 
BUl O'Rourke. Melba has great plans for 
STeUa, called her "the Uttle Melba," and 
intended to give her a London concert 
debut at the Albert Hah. 
Unfortunately BiU doesn't _agree~he 
wants to dedde what is best for his wife's 
career. He calls Melba the "Dowager 
Queen of Song" which reaUy stirs her up 
and causes her to decide to give up her 
"retirement" for one performance in 
Boheme as Mimi. 
The third act takes place in Melba's 
dressingroom at His M^esfy's Theatre, 
Melbourne during the last half-hour 
before* she goes on stage: We see the 
famous singer-rueful and facfag the 
reality that this really is the last per 
formance for her. She is to play the role 
of a 20 year old Parisian seamstress and 
is aware of the ludicrous aspects of thi^ . 
As a re-creation and interpretation of 
history Paul Sherman's play is entirely 
successful. His deep sympathy for and 
appreciation of Melba's genius combfae 
weU with his attempt to show the person 
beWnd the legend. 
Aurora 
JEAN-LUC PONtY 
Atlantic Records SD 18163 
Classically trafaed and fairoersed far 
jazz, Ponty crossed Into rock related 
areas fa the late '60s, his electric violin;. 
at various times gracing the work, ofi. 
Frank Zappa, -John McLaughlin arid, 
oven Elton John. UnfulfUled by his stay 
. With the .Mahavishnu Ork, he opted for^ 
.'solo'career."•-•.'; \ :',^' 
. "Aurora" Is .less adventurous than its 
predecMwr ."Upon the Wings 6f Music", 
arid,^*Inr cbatrMt,"-only , just MtisfiesV 
Though .musically .unimpeachable :.Jo^\-
normal criteria, it is Uttle more than a 
smooth anonymous funk stratum with 
muUilayered speed runs masking itii lack 
of drive. Only on "Renaissance" and 
"Lost Forest" Is there a gUmpse of what 
could have been. Elsewhere he is content 
to keep his playing firmly on the ground, 
preferring to share the solos with othera 
when he should t* out front. • - • 
As far as it goes, "Aurora": measures 
up weU-agafast other records of its Uk, 
so my .disappofatment is'not so much 
with'What is presentedi but with the 
opportunity wasted. Ponty, is good, but 
this does not reveal his potential. . 
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Entertaining Mr Sloane 
GaUery Theatre 
Jordan Tc« 
Bowen HUls 
Mon-Fri 8 pm, 
Ph 52 2465 
Several days after seefag Greg Gesch's 
.production of "Entertamfag Mr Sloane," 
I was still laughfag at many of the 
iimumerable double entrendte. 
Involvfag the relationships of the four 
basicaUy perverse characters, the plot 
contfauaUy develops untU by the end of 
the second act, we have no faklfag of the 
final outcome. And fa the third and 
ffaal act, we are forced to reappraise the 
virtues of the characters themselves. 
Although durfag the early part Pat 
Thomson, as Kath, was not quite convinc-
fag, during the rest of the play she fuUy 
established her character. As a sexuaUy 
frustrated half-wit, she is whoUy compet-
ent, throwfag herseU' fuUy fato the part. 
Pushfag her audience along the scale from 
sympathy to contempt, Pat never, allows 
us to lose sight of her own humor. By 
her amusfag changes fa mood and 
emotion, she ensures that at no stage 
does the situation become overwhefaifag-
ly tense. 
As weU as producfag and directing the. 
play, Greg Gesch, remembered as the 
blfad boy fa "ButterfUes are Free," at 
12th Nig^t, and as the boy in the provfa-
cial town of "Bquus," is convfacfag fa 
his role as a bisexual, a moral-ygigolo. 
BuUt physicaUy for his part, Greg com-
pletely estabUshes Sloane's readfaess to 
use his body to his own advantage. 
Playfag a convfacfag role, Tom Jones, 
as Oie puritan Kemp, eUcits much of the 
audience's sympathy by his actions, ariff 
his superb voice. Tom presents a force-
ful faterpretation of an old man. Much 
experienced fa radio scriptfag, production 
and broadcastfag, he is consistently 
good up untU, and facludfag, his "passive 
exit." 
Cruel, hedonistic, naive and. self-
righteous, Ed is portrayed forcefuUy by 
Frank Geary. An experienced actor, 
Frank presents Ed fa his single-m faded 
ruthlessness. Knowfag what he wants, Ed 
is prepared to pay, untU a development al 
the end ofthe second act makes payment 
unnecessary. 
"Entertainfag Mr Sloane" is a play 
which reflects the almost psychopathic, 
sfagle-mfaded pursuits of physical gratifi-
catibh which developed after 1960. 
Although extremely funny, it is a play 
which is cquaUy disturbfag, Greg's pro-
,duction does this excellently written play 
justice, as does the audience's response. 
It is a play not to be missed. 
. J, Partridge 
CRITICAL ACCLAIM BUT PUBLIC 
APATHY 
The Camerata Theatre's production 
of Jean Cocteau's The Eagle has Two 
Heads has won universal critical acclaim, 
yet the audiences for this production 
have averaged under 20 people a night at 
Camerata's temporary venue-St Mary's 
C of E Hall, 455 Mafa St, Kangaroo Pt 
(next to Mount OUvet hospital), 
This, I suppose, is the danger of dofag 
a great, yet Uttle known, play fa a church 
haUon the other side of the river. But it 
is a production that is crucial for Camer-
ata Theatre which is fa tiie process of 
moving from St Paul's, Taringa, to their 
ipermaneht home at 117 Femberg Rd, 
Rosalie. 
.V. If audiences pick up, the theatre can 
start at HosaUe on a soUd foundation. If 
not, Camerata wiU'be fightfag for its 
eiustence. This, means that productions 
envisaged for next year such as Buzo's 
Tom, Chekhov's The SeaguU, 
Shakespeare's The Wfater's Tale, wifl not 
receive peiformance, and the theatre 
Itself, regardless of the standards it has 
set, wUl die from public apathy. 
: The season for The Eagle, has Two 
Heads has been extedned to Friday and 
Saturday nights, October 22 and 23. We 
'encoungt you to take up this ffaal 
i chance to ice the production. BooWngs' 
'can be made by ringfag 399 5855. 
Camerata's. next play, Jean AnonUh's 
Ring Around the Moon wUl open at 117 
Fcraberg Rd, RosaUe on Wednesday 
October 27 at 8 pm. It wiU run a Ifaiited 
season of tiu*e weeks, playfag Wednesday 
to Sunday. Bookfags can be made by 
ringing 399 5855 or 3784282. 
for CAMERATA THEATRE 
If you're a medical undergraduate, 
well pay you to stay right where you are. 
It's not that we don't want you 
. . . we do. But qualified. And 
you're already in .the process of 
doing just that, right where you 
are. So why move you'^  -
If you have completed the pre-
clinical years of your university 
fourse :n lite Farulty of Medicine, 
we are preimred to pay you a cood 
salary until you graduate. Then 
we'll exjiect you to return the 
favour and spend some time help-
inR us. 
That's not as difUcult as yuu 
]>robalily think it ts and yuu'll 
certainly learn a lot. 
When you join us as a diirtiir 
yi)u wjll be nn officer whirh gives 
you many privjlcf-es and bencfitK. 
You'll be well paid bnd you'll en-
joy a .social life that is second to 
none. Plenty of .s|)ort if you wont 
it. the chflncc (» .see dilTorriil . 
places (mayiie (ravel ovp-seas) 
an'd, niorolmjPorlHnlly. Ihr tiniv 
.vou spend with us will u'tvu .vou 
the opportunity l<i <lovolop your 
skills as a dm-lor. without the |)re.Nsure3 of runniu),' u husini'ss. 
Aulhorrsei) t>r QiteclDr-GtiKf)! oi Reciuiling. Ocpl. ol Oelenct 
Think about it. It's a pretty 
good deal. 
The Undergroduatc Scheme 
I^ iRht now wc ran assist you 
with your studies. Our under-
Kraduato srheme will cover aU 
your major ex|)enscs and pay you 
a salary and nllownnces as well. 
QualUications 
You mi'st bo within 3 years of 
t-nmplctinu a university cour.se In 
the.Faculty of Medicine-an'd he 
able to Kfllisfy our naiionality 
requirements. 
For lurlher information, please 
nend Ihc rolifion or phone: 
Adelaide 2232891 
Brisbane 311031 
Canberra (N.nvy) 653318 
Cnnbcrru (Army 
or Air I'lircc) 476530 
Hohurt 34 7077 
Mclliournc CI 3731 
Perth 22 4.T55 
Syflncy 212 ton 
null ask Ui s(icak lotUo Meclic.it 
Ciircer.i Ofllc-er of llio .Service of 
your I'hoicp. 
I" navy* anmr^l 
afa* force 
The Director-General of 
Recruiting, GPO Box XYZ 
Your State capital city.' 
(Please include postcode.) 
Please send mo details of ap-
ngintment as a Medical 
Undergraduate in the Navy 
n Army Q Air Force • 
(Tick Preference). 
Name . 
Address 
I 
I Postcode 
L TSDE 22.204,66 J 
, T..?"'-"i.-;/*': 
Highlly 
^ Plus 4( 
FriiillieCal" 
.ACAPULCO GOLD - The true storey on the HARVESTING, 
CULTIVATION and SMUGGLING of marijuana in the U,S. & 
Mexico. This color f i lm takes you to the Bluegrass 
Fields of Kentucky, the Kaw Valley of Kansas, the 
[Ozark Mountains of Missouri, San Diego, Ca l i fo rn ia , ' 
the Golden Hi l ls of Acapulco S Tijuana, Mexico. See 
GRINGOS risk their lives for the legendary weed. 
Music by Leo Kottke, Santana, The Flying Burrito 
Brothers, Headsi Hands & Feet, The Rainy Daze, Tonto's 
Expanding Head Band and B i l l y Baker. — 
fiuect R 
ALHAMBRA THEATRE - STONES CORNER 
MON. OCT. 25 - SUN. OCT. 31 (IWEEKONIY) 
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Well, the Ranger Inquiry into 
uranium mining is just about 
complete. The results have not 
been made - public . yet, but 
Sleuth has heard that while 
Justice Fox supports uranium 
mining, the other Iwo commis-
sioners arc opposed. That is, a 
majority decision against. 
DUTCH 
COURAGE 
Gone 
.jobs;'iii; 
service,, 
•. Sicdth's', reccn'tliy?|apiJlie 
Firey Dutchman Bill E, has 
challenged an unnamed karate 
expert to a duel. Bill will wear 
"Dutch Armor" and carry, a 
broadsword, while the karate 
expert will fight with his bare 
hands, and, presumably, feet." 
The Dutchman has not specified^ 
the reasons for the duel and only 
talks about "cutting lip" his 
opponent when pressed for de-
tails. Friends of Bill have had to., 
have him removed from. Bris-
bane before the ^'affair's".ap-
pointed date. One vveht so far 
as to offer hini a trip.-to the - ^ ^ ^ ^ r g g p ; ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ 
north coast where^they « a U . > ; ; | , > ^ ^ ^ 
spend moneys collecud,o.n..the.>;:.J.v-^j. 
outcome of the ^.du4la;WhenU • '^"'^'^•^-•^"-'—•'-*'^-' ^•'• 
quaried on 
of the duel 
the protagonists or, a :^l«yait>^^;^^ai^r<ffindl^^^Satogegm^ 
term for the vctor.: = BUl. r e - i , o ^ ^ g ^ ^ H r ^ S t e f e j 
mamed unmoved* ."I -will?cut-^ '-iv 
this bastard upi';i:he|^sajfeAn^i§i;i| 
when' told ab6ut':]the j|rosljecls^3 
\rome and «sit_^ ipeminy^ ceU;!iL 
As; of-.yet, n'obp!(iJ^i|ias^^^ 
Bill's Dutch ariJiprijp-"''^ —-''-'•'^ '^ ^ 
sworid althougli^jB Jial^^ 
accosting .'^peiD^||witiip' 
lioH of; njawnB,:aii(ii|tp^ 
• and doggerel .:^  j^qni^^pfS 
has anything toidb^withiluel 
• • .. ; - •• s*ii^V.«.'.'!'S->'S 
v:;,^ iCaInRus.^ r^ctiv[^e« j i ( g y , ( ^ 
?;oigaiiisi|og'a;NaulicdlNi.tcfRf'di^ 
• HaU6W«n;iMl1jiip%he;day^^ 
s Sunday i6ctol>?r«3|i'tM!iP^r6in 
• C a s s a n o ^ j W t o f y p e ^ f 
?l«»vM,tfrpm^*N,pM^Q^ 
'gbesr^'froiH&'^Qi^oilimi 
Tickets ra««S&.Mssamand: 
icah bei?-got»fromlth6MJiiioiif 
m^^Mm^^ "• 
Alcoholic jljeveragest^fisrS' Wilt b«^8Vafiabi<^ 
vto ;(Qii^ensi^'l^'l';^^M!t^^ ' 
dri't think tof;:^--^r-V;." f(»bemians,^ v-'.^ '^ ^;,^ !>';^-^ ',^:^>' •^-
. . . . . V . . . Q i^|VJiig;fta;;tij)jecti^^^ 
hone jjpf-Uliese' -ribminees. werf ' 
,.';..' 5ttid?nts ;^:j.a,f,CR'Er>ISU; spokes- ' 
*;'-:,,'pe'rspjf replied,'^"We^arc"; only 
•,' fbllbwing \ a long-established 
;pra'btice)t.cif. ;modera:te • uiiions, 
.. . diriderfthe' newiexeciitive, Aus 
••'i'.fwjll^b^'come the.lnM 
>;;-sible" union in Australia. It wrfll-.' 
. '-be jsoJ'.respohsilile that it can't . 
;.ppSSbly ;offehd anypnCvexccpt'a .'• 
have invited Abba 
land first (but he didn 
it . . ; . ) , he:Ws;greetj^:-vi^;fj^J:v^ 
torrid outburst froh^^(»nccriied'^>.-'4'/-' 
Christian parents • all over Bris-j >;V;.i:^ '^ ;," -
banc saying that "he 'was dii-" v ' -•:,"". 
gusting for allowing a product of ..1'; ; 
a socialist country, to come, to:."';'=._: 
Brisbane, and that the group was • '^ ' ••.';• 
disgusting because" the people in 
the group were "living togeth-
er," Upstaging is definitely-not 
successful in Queensland's parlia-i 
ment ^ t. : • :-';;; -• V- ^: .^;;^.;^,rat^^^^ .,•;-:.: ^Konestly 
f i D f - P i l h - M r -• f;.' • .'-V- 'll?is^a•i*A•.^ -s«Mi*.W^•••'•^r•; >•>'.T?. •!;.-.•'--• 
Laboijr Colloctiveiand the Union 
Secretary* It. Wllljmeet; for thi; 
first time n'ext'';Thursday in the . 
Whitlam rooml^ ;';..T; . 
'; John Herzog^siijlectioh to UQ 
AUS Secretary; foi'' 1977 puts the 
whole national „union in jeopar- , 
dy. The red-baiti.ng inuendo that 
is the hall:mark''of his politics 
does little to carnoufiage tlie fact 
that he • wants': to see AUS 
destroyed one.way or another. 
No wonder he; can't afford- to 
state his views;: plainly and^ 
i j s tw fo'StWr j;^j7i£i?i*2iyoiie'. i,v^ 
' " ' - -^ - •* - • - - "' ^)^::Jias,:a'wblcibdy-:;c^^ 
"cpmplajii'abbut bureaucrat's> j f 
V ".*The;, facf, that rwe'-hefd i a.' 
!>faUpnai;Partjtimers'Conference' 
this year'sui:ely .proves Jhat we 
are t^ing,to-do something for' 
. part-timers. ;. i.-..-. • .'.M • 
' *i.undersfand that ode of the 
."reform". motions passed '?at-
iGatton calls for the abolition of; 
a .department that no, longer 
.'exists. ....... '^;:, , ;;; 
*Tp save tlie.most important 
allegation ui^ til last: what sorries: 
me about John Herzog's election 
is that.Ae will sabotage; AUS's 
services to this cam]ius. A right-
wing AUS Secretary. «an effect-
ively isolate a campus from AUS 
by withholding all AUS material 
. with- which s/he. doesn't happen; 
to.agree.' I'speidk from;experi-
;;.ence.' When -I. went recently to 
-speak,on.the strike motionis- at 
. ;QAC (where the AUS Secretary 
1 has;;,publicly ; stated that- 'he 
refuses to .distribute, any sub-
,: Peter Annear 
? k '.'SYA,' 
' AUS Inteihalibhal Officer 
hflve'let the Herzog: 
get'iibyer-full.-.You-
nie t^if ^i'feikei.up 
armori^r^ibioad.T' 
ra(!rip" 
Griffltfe 
Cequi^ ej 
brek^o^ 
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